Students can choose their favorite ways to participate in the
Online Conference social and cultural events!
Delegates may choose from a series of ramped-up activities that will be showcased during the conference:

Songwriting Online Workshop
Work with a Performer and Emmy nominated artist, Alexander Star, to write and record original songs on SDG
themes. Through this creative process, students learn to
compose, record, and perform original music with other
delegates.

Submit your questions to a real UN
Ambassador
MMUN will collect questions from delegates and a selection will be submitted to the Ambassadors for consideration in their speeches.

MMUN Cultural Presentations for
School Groups or Individual Delegates
Delegates create a video of a cultural aspect from their
country - the possible activities include music, dance,
cooking a traditional dish, a language demo, or local
games/hobbies. These 2-minute cultural presentations
will be submitted prior, and MMUN will stream all of
them with a live host and include opportunities for individual “shout-outs” of the delegates/schools.

Design Contest

Complete Your Fellow Student
Ambassador Profile

Student contestants are asked to create an original design for the conference that illustrates Maria Montessori’s
vision of having children collaborate to find solutions to
the world’s most pressing problems, the Sustainable Development Goals (to learn more: https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org).

Delegates complete a profile, return it to MMUN where it
is converted into a “Fellow Student Ambassadors Booklet.” Once created, it is sent to each delegate. On Orientation Day, as delegates introduce themselves, their pages
are spotlighted.

Speed-Meet Game with Your Fellow
Delegates

MMUN in a Minute - Video Project
Record one minute of your MMUN preparation on video
before attending an MMUN Conference. It is simple: have
your teacher, family, or a fellow delegate record you and
your friends working on your research or speech, and
share the video with us. We will collect and merge the
videos that we receive to create a final compilation that
will be posted on a dedicated conference web page.

Delegates are randomly paired up in mini-sections to
meet, learn more about each other, and complete fun
facts about new friends in their Fellow Student Ambassadors Booklets.

#MMUNAlwaysTogether
Social Challenge Campaigns
Even if we cannot be in the same room, we are eager to
share the inspiration and energy of each online conference. We ask the delegates to share photos, videos, artwork, collages, and poetry with their peers.

More details for each opportunity will be posted on the website. Stay Tuned!

